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1. Introduction 
Over the past 20 years, the topic of order acceptance has at­
tracted considerable attention from those who study scheduling 
and those who practice il. In a firm that strives to align its func­
tions so that profit is maximized, the coordination of capacity with 
demand may require that business sometimes be turned away. 
Which orders are accepted and which are rejected may depend 
on the strategic direction of the firm. the current status of capacity 
already allocated. and the profitability of the order in question. In 
panicular. there is a trade-off between the revenue brought in by a 
particular order, and all of its associated costs of processing, which 
may include delay costs for other orders, as well as any penalties 
incurred if th is order is delivered after its agreed-upon due date. 
When cost of capacity and per-order revenue must be recon­
ciled, there are a number of ways that firms respond. They may ex­
pand capacity by permanent or temporary means, the latter 
including running extra shifts, diverting production resources, or 
subcontracting. Negotiation or renegotiation of delivery dates 
and pricing are other options, Related research areas include 
capacity rationing, lead-time estimation, revenue management, 
and due-date setting. The present paper focuses on research that 
approaches this reconcilia t ion by considering two decisions: which 
orders to accept and how to schedu le them. 
This paper provides a review and a taxonomy of the literature 
on order acceptance and scheduling from a problem-oriented per­
spective, Diverse methodologies have been applied to this prob­
lem, including (but not limited to) mathematical programming, 
metaheuristics, queuei ng theory, simulation, algorithm develop­
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ment and decision analysis. literature reviews in research papers 
are typically limited to the methodological area that is the topic 
of the ana lYSis in that work. For example, a paper using integer 
programming is not likely to include a work on algorithm develop­
ment in its literature review, and vice versa. So a major contribu­
tion of this paper is to facili tate future work on this topic. by 
providing a map of what has been done and how. Bringing the 
diverse streams of research together in one discussion will also 
lay the path for integrative studies that build on ideas and method­
ologies from various disciplines, 
The most complete review to date of the research on this topic 
is part of a chapter on due-date management pOlicies by Keskino­
cak and Tayur in the Handbook of Quantitative Supply Chain Analysis 
(Keskinocak and Tayur. 2004). Section 6 of that chapter discusses 
order acceptance in the context of due-date management. includ­
ing pricing decisions. The current paper bui lds on this basis by 
developing a detailed taxonomy of the problem and extending 
the scope of inquiry to a diverse set of methodologies. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the prob­
lem. brieOy discusses related topics, and presents prevalent themes 
and the taxonomic structure that informs the rest of the analysis. 
Section 3 uses the taxonomy to fra me the discussion of the litera­
ture. while relating individual studies to themes that cut across 
problem categories. The outlook for future research appears in 
Section 4. 
2. Problem definition and taxonomy 
2. 1. Problem definition and scope 
The problem of order acceptance and scheduling (OAS) is de­
fined as the joint decision of which orders to accept for processing 
Table 1 
Order acceptance papers and related research areas. 
Topic	 Author/year 
Due-date and lead-time setting	 Cheng and Gupta (1989), Gordon et al. (2002), Chatterjee et al. (2002), Keskinocak and Tayur (2004) and Slotnick and Sobel 
(2005) 
Revenue/demand management	 Weatherford and Bodily (1992) and Deng et al. (2008) 
Knapsack problem	 Senju and Toyoda (1968) and Kleywegt and Papastavrou (2001) 
Admission control and queueing	 Matsui (1982, 1985), Matsui et al. (1999, 2000), Stidham and Weber (1993) and Örmeci et al. (2001) 
Order release	 Philipoom and Fry (1992), Bergamschi et al. (1997) and Missbauer and Uzsoy (2010) 
Accounting	 Gietzmann and Monahan (1996), Wouters (1997), Verdaasdonk and Wouters (1999) and Leitch et al. (2005) 
Negotiation	 Easton and Moodie (1999), Moodie (1999), Moodie and Bobrowski (1999) and Calosso et al. (2003) 
Capacity planning	 Balakrishnan et al. (1996, 1999), Zijm and Buitenhek (1996), Geunes et al. (2006), Herbots et al. (2007), Hing et al. (2007) 
and Chen et al. (2009) 
Workload control	 Kingsman (2000), Kingsman and Hendry (2002) and Haskose et al. (2004) 
Project selection	 Kolisch and Meyer (2006) and Chen and Askin (2009) 
(Weighted) Number of late jobs	 Pinedo (1983), Potts and Van Wassenhove (1988), Lawler (1990), Kovalyov et al. (1994), Péridy et al. (2003), Sevaux and 
Dauzère-Pérès (2003), Kovalyov et al. (2007), Lin and Kononov (2007), Sadykov (2008) and Steiner and Zhang (2009) 
Interval scheduling	 Kroon et al. (1995, 1997), Santos and Zhong (2001), Kovalyov et al. (2007) and Bekki and Azizog˘lu (2008) 
Due window scheduling	 Kroon et al. (1995, 1997), Chen and Lee (2002), Péridy et al. (2003), Yeung et al. (2004), Sevaux and Dauzère-Pérès (2003), 
Bekki and Azizog˘lu (2008), Sadykov (2008) and Behnamian et al. (2010) 
Table 2 
Taxonomy of research in order acceptance and scheduling. 
Problem # Machines Stoch/Det Objective Setup Preemption Pricing Release 
date 









































and how to schedule them. The decision-maker is faced with a col­
lection or stream of orders whose combined processing require­
ments would exceed available capacity, and has the option of 
rejecting some of those orders. If all orders must be accepted, the 
problem reduces to the scheduling decision. If no scheduling is re­
quired, the problem is analogous to the knapsack problem (deter­
ministic or stochastic), or admission control in queueing theory 
(stochastic). Because the research reviewed here is motivated, 
not by an underlying mathematical model, but by a real-world 
decision problem, the diversity of the approaches (objective func­
tions and methods) precludes one general, formal deﬁnition. Gen­
eric forms for the most common models are presented in Section 
3.2.1 and referred to as appropriate in subsequent sections. 
Interested readers will ﬁnd a guide to related research areas 
that are outside the scope of this survey in Table 1. This table also 
includes selected references to three speciﬁc topics in scheduling 
research that are relevant to this paper: minimizing the (weighted) 
number of late jobs, interval scheduling and due-window schedul­
ing (see Table 1). 
2.2. Taxonomy 
References to the papers discussed here were found by search­
ing standard bibliographic databases, augmented by an examina­
tion of the cited references in each paper for research that 
incorporates order acceptance as well as scheduling. Table 2 dis­
plays the ﬁve major categories of papers covered in this review, 
and their salient characteristics. The category of deadlines includes 
models that do not allow lateness. Adjustable processing times re­
fer to processing times that are compressible (at a cost) as well as 
deteriorating processing times. 
2.3. Research themes (Table 3) 
Research on OAS is diverse in terms of objectives, solution 
methods, and problem characteristics. Within this diversity, there 
are related streams of research, and themes that connect papers 
from different disciplines and methodologies. Table 3 shows the 
major themes of OAS research in the past 20 years. Note that some 
papers are listed more than once, since they ﬁt the criteria for mul­
tiple categories. 
The ﬁrst four themes refer to problem characteristics. The 
fourth and ﬁfth themes, coordinating decisions in a hierarchical 
structure and use of myopic or greedy methods, includes deter­
ministic and stochastic models, with single and multiple machines. 
The last two themes are important for the choice of solution meth­
ods, as well as for the implementation of decision models in prac­
tical situations. Authors using different objectives and methods 
ﬁnd that it is more effective to combine the selection and schedul­
ing decisions. The last theme evaluates the trade-off between the 
cost of information for OAS, and the beneﬁt provided by acquiring 
that information. 
The next section presents the details of the papers included in 
each category. The discussion is organized around the taxonomy 
(Table 2), and relates papers, when relevant, to the prevalent 
themes in Table 3. 
3. Review of the OAS literature 
3.1. Conceptual papers 
Guerrero and Kern (1988) provide a rationale for rejecting some 
orders, develop a framework and provide an example for making 
that decision in the context of the Master Production Schedule 
(MPS) and Final Assembly Schedule (FAS) for manufacturing. Kern 
and Guerrero (1990) formulate a mixed-integer linear program­
ming model that minimizes costs of penalties for late or failed 
deliveries, inventory and setup (order) cost. 
Alarcon´ et al. (2009) develop a conceptual framework for order 
promising, which includes acceptance or rejection of orders. Focus­
ing on the speciﬁc context of collaborative selling networks, the 
authors categorize previous research with regard to how speciﬁc 
Table 3 
Major themes in OAS research (chronological within theme). 
Theme	 Author/year 
NPV objective	 Gupta et al. (1992), Aspvall et al. (1995), Stadje (1995), Kyparisis et al. (1996) and Alidaee et al. (2001) 
Time-related Pourbabi (1989), De et al. (1993), Kate (1994), Kate (1995), Duenyas and Hopp (1995), Duenyas (1995), Slotnick and Morton (1996), Ghosh 
penalties (1997), Akkan (1997), Lewis and Slotnick (2002), Iva˘nescu et al. (2002), Sengupta (2003), Yang and Geunes (2003), Iva˘nescu (2004), 
Charnsirisakskul et al. (2004), Nandi and Rogers (2004), Moreira and Alves (2005), Moreira and Alves (2006), Charnsirisakskul et al. (2006), 
Slotnick and Morton (2007), Yang and Geunes (2007), Rogers and Nandi (2007), Lee and Sung (2008), Rom and Slotnick (2009), Gordon and 
Strusevich (2009), Moreira and Alves (2009), Og˘uz et al. (2010) and Nobibon and Leus (2011) 
Leadtime/due dates Duenyas and Hopp (1995), Duenyas (1995), Kolisch (1998), Keskinocak et al. (1997, 2001), Charnsirisakskul et al. (2004, 2006), Moreira and 
Alves (2005, 2006, 2009) and Gordon and Strusevich (2009) 
Hierarchical/ Wester et al. (1992), Kate (1994), Kate (1995), Raaymakers (1999), Raaymakers et al. (2000a,b), Iva˘nescu et al. (2002, 2006a,b), Iva˘nescu (2004) 
coordination and Ebben et al. (2005) 
Myopic/greedy	 Stern and Avivi (1990), Wester et al. (1992), Gupta et al. (1992), De et al. (1993), Aspvall et al. (1995), Kyparisis et al. (1996), Stadje (1995), 
Slotnick and Morton (1996), Ghosh (1997), Alidaee et al. (2001), Lewis and Slotnick (2002), Epstein et al. (2002), Roundy et al. (2005), Cao et al. 
(2006), Slotnick and Morton (2007), Lee and Sung (2008), Rom and Slotnick (2009) and Nobibon and Leus (2011) 
Joint decision Ono and Jones (1973), Wester et al. (1992), Kate (1994), Kate (1995), Raaymakers (1999), Raaymakers et al. (2000a,b), Carr and Duenyas (2000), 
making Snoek (2000), Seiden (2001), Iva˘nescu et al. (2002, 2006a,b), Iva˘nescu (2004), Ebben et al. (2005), Slotnick and Morton (2007) and Moreira and 
Alves (2005, 2006, 2009) 
Value of information Ono and Jones (1973), Wester et al. (1992), Kate (1994, 1995), Duenyas (1995), Raaymakers (1999), Raaymakers et al. (2000a,b), Lewis and 
Slotnick (2002), Iva˘nescu et al. (2002, 2006a,b), Nandi and Rogers (2004) and Ebben et al. (2005) 
Table 4 
Category B – deterministic single-machine problems. 
Year Authors Objective Method Arrivals Setup Preemption Pricing Release Deadlines Adj. Res. Comp. 
date proc. constr. study 
time 
1990 Stern and Avivi Max. rev. IP, heuristic Static X X X 
1992 Gupta et al. Max. NPV DP Static 
1995 Aspvall et al. Max. NPV Optimal algorithm Static 
1996 Kyparisis et al. Max. NPV DP, heuristic Static X X 
1996 Slotnick and Morton Max. B&B, heuristic Static X 
proﬁt 
1997 Ghosh Max. DP, approx. DP Static 
proﬁt 
1997 Akkan Min. costs MIP Dynamic X X X 
1997 Keskinocek et al. Max. Complexity, competitive Ofﬂine/online X X 
proﬁt analysis 
2001 Alildaee et al. Max. NPV DP Static 
2001 Keskinocek et al. Max. rev. Complexity, competitive Ofﬂine/online X X 
analysis 
2002 Lewis and Slotnick Max. DP, heuristic Static X 
proﬁt 
2003 Yang and Geunes Max. Heuristic Static X X X X 
proﬁt 
2004 Charnsirisakskul Max. MILP Static X X X 
et al. proﬁt 
2006 Charnsirisakskul Max. MILP Static X X X X X 
et al. proﬁt 
2007 Slotnick and Morton Max. B&B, heuristic Static X 
proﬁt 
2007 Yang and Geunes Max. rev. Heuristic Static X X X X 
2008 Chen et al. Min. costs Hybrid (GA,EO) Static X X 
2008 Lee and Sung Min. costs DP, B&B, heur. Static X 
2009 Gordon and Min. costs DP Static X 
Strusevich 
2009 Rom and Slotnick Max. Genetic Static X 
proﬁt 
2010 Oguz et al. Max. MILP, SA, heur. Static X X X X 
proﬁt 
2011 Nobibon and Leus Max. MILP, B&B Static X 
proﬁt 
papers have helped to deﬁne various aspects of the order promis­
ing problem, and present a conceptual framework to guide the 
design of order promising methods. 
As mentioned above, the recent survey by Keskinocak and Tayur 
(2004) covers various aspects of due-date management, including a 
section on ‘‘Due-Date Management with Price and Order 
Decisions.” An introductory subsection puts this topic in the 
perspective of the due-date management and lead-time setting 
literature, and their next two subsections discuss in detail those 
papers for which due-dates or quoted lead times, sometimes in con­
junction with pricing decisions, have an effect on demand or cus­
tomer orders. 
3.2. The deterministic single-machine problem (Table 4) 
3.2.1. Overview and generic problems 
For revenue or proﬁt maximization, the generic problem for 
deterministic single-machine OAS can be formulated as: 
n X
max xj½Qj - Kj]; ð1Þ 
j¼1 
where j = order index; i < j implies that order i precedes order j in 
the processing order i,j = 1, . . .,n; n = total number of orders in the 
set; xj = 0 or 1 (order accepted or not); Qj = revenue of order j; 
Kj = cost associated with processing order j. 
The generic minimization problem is: 
n 
min ð1- xjÞRj þ xjKj; ð2Þ 
j¼1 
X
where Rj are costs of rejection. If rejection costs are exactly equal to 
lost revenue (which is sometimes but not always the case), then (2) 
can be rewritten as the following maximization problem: 
n 
max ½Qj - ð1- xjÞRj - xjKj]: ð3Þ 
j¼1 
X
For the problem with time-related penalties as costs, set 
Kj = wj(Cj - dj) for weighted lateness and Kj = wj(Cj - dj)+ for 
weighted tardiness, where wj is the customer weight (proportional 
lateness discount), dj is the due date, and Cj is the completion time Pjof order j (i.e. Cj ¼ k¼1xkpk, where pk is the processing time of or­
der k). Abusing notation, K without a subscript will be used to rep­
resent aggregate costs in the subsequent discussion. 
3.2.2. Maximizing revenue 
A case study of a textile mill (Stern and Avivi, 1990) models a 
multiple-machine environment as a single machine by allowing 
preemption and concurrent processing. The model does not permit 
late orders, and so scheduling is from earliest to latest due-date 
(EDD) which minimizes maximum tardiness (Jackson, 1955). A 
0–1 integer program subject to a nonlateness constraint is analo­
gous to (1), where K = 0. The authors present an optimal procedure 
and two heuristics that employ greedy/myopic methods. 
Research on OAS and project selection, where the objective is to 
maximize the Net Present Value (NPV) of the total return on a sin­
gle processor, use an objective analogous to (1), where K = 0 and Q 
is discounted. When the NPV is an exponential function of comple­
tion time, there is a known result to sequence the orders (Rothkopf, 
1966; Rothkopf and Smith, 1984), i.e., nonincreasing order of the 
index NPVj=½1- ð1þ rÞ-pj ], where NPVj is the Net Present Value 
of order j, the discount factor is (1 + r)-1 and pj > 0 is the processing 
time of order j. Gupta et al. (1992) present an optimal dynamic pro­
gramming (DP) procedure for the unconstrained problem when a 
speciﬁed number of projects is to be chosen. Aspvall et al. (1995) 
study the same problem, develop an analogous scheduling rule, 
and present an optimal method for selection and scheduling. 
Kyparisis et al. (1996) develop two heuristics for an extension of 
this problem, with multiple resource constraints and any number 
of orders. 
A common feature of these algorithms is the idea of adding or­
ders one at a time and inspecting the effect of each addition on the 
objective function value. That is, they are greedy/myopic proce­
dures. Alidaee et al. (2001) study this problem in the general con­
text of greedy algorithms, and develop a generalization of the 
dynamic programming algorithm for the earlier project selection 
problem (Gupta et al., 1992; Aspvall et al., 1995), where the objec­
tive function value depends on the completion time of each 
project. 
3.2.3. Proﬁt objective with time-related penalties 
The above papers maximize NPV without explicitly considering 
costs. Variants of the single-machine problem with static arrivals, 
where the objective is the maximization of proﬁt, arise from the 
use of various costs, including costs of lateness, tardiness, earliness, 
setup, compression, outsourcing, production and holding. Slotnick 
and Morton (1996) study OAS with the objective of maximizing 
proﬁt, that is, revenue minus weighted lateness penalties (1). Be­
cause Weighted Shortest Processing Time order (WSPT) is the opti­
mal sequence for weighted lateness/ﬂowtime (Smith, 1956), 
scheduling is straightforward, and so optimal procedures and heu­
ristics can be developed that are not burdened with a high compu­
tational effort of scheduling. 
Their results include a myopic property of the problem, that is, 
the original set of orders can be partitioned into a subset of orders 
that are deﬁnitely included in the optimal solution, and a subset of 
those that may be rejected. Speciﬁcally, if the index pj ¼ Pnpj k¼jþ1wk þwj ðCj - djÞ - Qj is negative, order j belongs to the 
optimal solution. This property reduces the search space for a 
Branch-and-Bound method, and is the basis of high-quality and 
high-speed heuristics, including a myopic procedure. Ghosh 
(1997) extends this work, showing that OAS with lateness penalty 
is NP-hard, and presents two pseudo-polynomial time algorithms 
(based on De et al. (1993), discussed in Section 3.3) that solve 
the problem optimally, and a Fully Polynomial-Time Approxima­
tion Scheme (FPTAS). Lewis and Slotnick (2002) employ the myopic 
property to extend the OAS model to multiple periods, using a dy­
namic programming approach for an optimal benchmark, and var­
ious heuristics for quicker solutions and larger problems. Their 
results suggest that incurring a cost of information, which may in­
volve keeping historical records or accurate forecasting of future 
demand, is advantageous when customers and order types are het­
erogeneous (see Table 3). 
Slotnick and Morton (2007) consider single-machine OAS with 
weighted tardiness penalties. Because this scheduling problem is 
NP-hard (Du and Leung, 1990), an optimal B&B procedure and sev­
eral heuristics combine the scheduling and selection decisions by 
relaxing the problem using Vogel’s approximation and the assign­
ment procedure. An insight of the paper is that for this type of 
problem, if optimal scheduling is not straightforward (e.g., WSPT 
for weighted lateness, Rothkopf sequence for NPV), then proce­
dures that jointly select and schedule produce higher quality solu­
tions than those that use separate heuristics for those two 
decisions (see Table 3). Rom and Slotnick (2009) develop a genetic 
algorithm for OAS with weighted tardiness that performs better 
than previous heuristics in terms of solution quality, though its 
running time is longer. 
Nobibon and Leus (2011) consider order selection when there 
are ‘‘ﬁrm planned orders as well as potential orders.” After provid­
ing complexity (non-approximability) results, the authors present 
two MILP procedures and two B&B algorithms, which include fea­
tures from Slotnick and Morton (2007) and Rom and Slotnick 
(2009). A computational study compares the performance of the 
procedures under various scenarios. 
Og˘uz et al. (2010) include sequence-dependent setup times in a 
model that maximizes proﬁt (revenues of accepted orders minus 
total weighted tardiness penalties) and a two-level due-date struc­
ture: a preferred due-date di, after which a tardiness penalty is in­
curred, until the strict deadline dai, after which the customer will 
not take the order. This work adds the strict deadline and se­
quence-dependent setup times to objective (1) and the problem 
studied by Slotnick and Morton (2007). The problem is formulated 
as an MILP and solved optimally for ten- and some ﬁfteen-order 
problems. Larger problems are solved heuristically by Simulated 
Annealing (SA) and two constructive heuristics. A computational 
study shows that SA yields an average 9% deviation and a maxi­
mum 21% deviation compared to the LP bound for up to 50-order 
problems. Running time of the SA procedure increases as problem 
size grows, but two constructive heuristics for 100- and 300-order 
problems perform well. 
Table 5 
Category C – stochastic single-machine problems. 
Year Authors Objective Method Arrivals Setup Preemption Deadlines Comp. study 
1992 Wester et al. Max. utilization Simulation Dynamic X X X 
1993 De et al. Max. proﬁt DP, approx Static X 
1994 Kate Min. cost Simulation Dynamic X X 
1995 Kate Min. cost Simulation Dynamic X X 
1995 Duenyas Max. proﬁt MDP Dynamic X 
1995 Duenyas and Hopp Max. proﬁt MDP Dynamic 
1995 Stadje Max. disc. rev Opt. Algs Static X 
2000 Carr and Duenyas Max. proﬁt Markov/Seq Dynamic X X 
Yang and Geunes (2003, 2007) extend methods used for the 
Throughput Maximization Problem (TMP) to OAS, maximizing 
proﬁt while considering costs of tardiness, processing time com­
pression and extension of the scheduling horizon. The objective 
function of their most general problem corresponds to (1) with 
costs including tardiness, compression, and extension. An MILP 
solves small problems; heuristics with separate selection and 
scheduling (priority dispatching) are developed and tested for lar­
ger complex problems, using as benchmark a heuristic with a pro­
ven worst-case ratio. 
3.2.4. Lead-time and due-date setting models 
Models that develop reliable lead-time quotation (that is, late 
deliveries not allowed) may include the option to reject orders, 
in order to manage capacity. Keskinocak et al. (1997, 2001) present 
online and ofﬂine models for lead-time quotation in which orders 
may be rejected, customers will leave if lead-time is too long, and 
accepted orders must be delivered on time. The objective is to 
maximize revenue, which is a decreasing function of the lead-time 
quotation (analogous to (1), with appropriate changes to Q to re­
ﬂect the relationship with lead time). Models are developed for 
scenarios with one or two customer types; online or ofﬂine; and 
immediate or delayed lead-time quotation. Results from the case 
with unit processing times lead to insights about the general prob­
lem, including bounds and competitive analysis (measuring the 
performance of an online algorithm by comparing it with an opti­
mal ofﬂine algorithm, modeled as an MIP). 
Charnsirisakskul et al. (2004) develop an MIP formulation and 
use numerical analysis to examine simultaneous order acceptance, 
scheduling and due-date setting decisions for a manufacturer that 
can choose lead-times and reject orders, with a two-level due-date 
structure, as in Og˘uz et al. (2010). Prices are exogenous, order pre­
emption is allowed, demand is deterministic, and there are negligi­
ble setup costs. The objective function is analogous to (1), where K 
is expanded to include production and holding costs as well as tar­
diness penalties, and the decision variable x is deﬁned as units of 
capacity per order. Computational studies compare the beneﬁts 
of lead-time ﬂexibility with the ﬂexibility to deliver partial orders. 
Charnsirisakskul et al. (2006) add pricing decisions, where order 
rejection may be caused by a price higher than the customer will 
accept. The objective function here includes price selection, and 
corresponding order quantity, in the revenue term. Numerical 
studies comparing two heuristics based on LP relaxation with an 
MIP lead to insights about the usefulness of pricing, inventory 
and lead-time ﬂexibility in different environments. 
3.2.5. Minimizing cost 
All of the papers discussed above maximize revenue or proﬁt, to 
reﬂect the disadvantage of rejecting orders. Another approach is to 
minimize costs, and include a cost of rejection, analogous to (2). 
Akkan (1997) minimizes the present value of lost revenue due to 
rejection, and inventory holding costs due to earliness. Arriving or­
ders are inserted into an established schedule by heuristics that 
consider costs as well compaction and fragmentation of the sche­
dule. A computational study demonstrates that including compac­
tion improves the performance of a backward insertion heuristic; a 
heuristic that minimizes fragmentation when inserting a new or­
der also performs well. 
A problem from steel production motivates Chen et al. (2008), 
who use an objective function that minimizes cost, by including 
a ‘‘non-execution cost” when an order is rejected. The other costs 
are Early/Tardy and transition (setup) costs. The authors develop 
two heuristics: a GA and Extremal Optimization (EO), which elim­
inates and randomly replaces the worst components of a subopti­
mal solution. A hybrid of these two procedures dominates the 
genetic algorithm in a computational study. 
Lee and Sung (2008) minimize a combination of completion 
time and outsourcing costs (i.e., rejection costs), with deteriorating 
(i.e. positionally dependent) processing times and an outsourcing 
cost constraint. They use Shortest Processing Time order (SPT) to 
schedule accepted orders, and addition/removal heuristics for 
accepting/rejecting. A computational study compares heuristics 
with an optimal procedure. Gordon and Strusevich (2009) develop 
a model with deteriorating processing times in which the decision 
variables include due dates and processing time. There are three 
decisions: accept/reject; assign due dates; schedule. Orders that 
cannot be completed by the due date are ‘‘discarded” by mutual 
agreement, with a penalty paid to the customer. Dynamic pro­
gramming algorithms are developed for two variants of the model, 
using the two well-known due-date assignment methods CON and 
SLK (Baker and Bertrand, 1981). 
3.3. The stochastic single-machine problem (Table 5) 
Wester et al. (1992) employ simulation to study the relation­
ship between order acceptance, production planning and schedul­
ing, using four order selection approaches, while maximizing 
capacity utilization. Lateness is not allowed, there are multiple 
product types, and arrivals are stochastic. The authors ﬁnd that 
the best approach is based on a knowledge of the current produc­
tion schedule, with rescheduling when necessary, rather than esti­
mates of capacity load or of the effect of accepting an order on the 
lateness of previously accepted orders. Adding selective order 
acceptance to a myopic procedure improves its performance. The 
authors analyze the value of detailed information that the ﬁrm 
should maintain for the purposes of order acceptance and schedul­
ing, and the value of joint decision-making (see Table 3). Exten­
sions of this model to multiple-machine scenarios are discussed 
in Section 3.4. 
De et al. (1993) investigate order selection and scheduling for a 
single machine with random processing times and a random com­
mon due date. The authors develop optimal properties of schedul­
ing, some of them myopic, which lead to dominance properties 
that accelerate computation. Pseudo-polynomial time exact and 
polynomial-time approximate algorithms are presented, as well 
as polynomial solutions for special cases, including the stochastic 
version of the problem studied by Gupta et al. (1992) and Aspvall 
et al. (1995). 
Table 6 
Category D – multiple-machine problems. 
Year Authors Stoch/ Objective Method Arrivals Setup Preemption Pricing Release Deadlines Prec. Res. Comp. 
Det date constr. constr. study 
1973 Ono and Jones Det Max. proﬁt Simulation Static X X 
1978 Jain et al. Det Max. thruput LP, heuristic Static 
1989 Pourbabi Det Max. proﬁt MILP Static X X X X 
1992 Pourbabi Det Max. proﬁt MILP Static X X X X 
1998 Kolisch Det Max. val. MILP, DP, Static X X X X 
heur. 
acc. orders 
1999 Raaymakers Det Max. util., Workload, Dynamic X X 
svce. level sched., 
makesp. est. 
2000a Raaymakers et al. Det Max. util., Workload Dynamic X X 
svce. level 
2000b Raaymakers et al. Det Max. util., Workload, Dynamic X X 
svce. level sched., 
makesp. est. 
2000 Snoek Stoch Max. proﬁt Neural net., Dynamic X X 
GA 
2002 Iva˘nescu et al. Stoch Max. svce. Workload, Dynamic X 
level, % accp; regress., 
min. late. sched. 
2004 Iva˘nescu Stoch Max. % on Regression, Dynamic X 
time, util., sched. 
min. tardy 
2004 Nandi and Rogers Stoch Max. proﬁt Simulation Dynamic X 
2005 Ebben et al. Stoch Max. util. Workload, Dynamic X X X X X 
EDD, B&P 
2005 Roundy et al. Det Max. % accept. MILP, Dynamic X X X 
orders, min. heuristics 
cost 
2005 Moreira and Alves Stoch Min. cost Simulation Dynamic X X 
2006 Moreira and Alves Stoch Min. cost Simulation Dynamic X X 
2006a Iva˘nescu et al. Stoch Max. % on Bootstrap Dynamic X 
time, utili.; 
min. tardy 
2006b Iva˘nescu et al. Stoch Max. % on Hybrid Dynamic X 
time, 
utilization 
2007 Rogers and Nandi Stoch Max. proﬁt Simulation Dynamic X X 
2009 Moreira and Alves Stoch Min. cost Simulation Dynamic X X 
2009 Mestry et al. Det Max. proﬁt MILP, B&P Static X X X X 
Stadje (1995) also develops optimal scheduling and selecting 
procedures for a stochastic version of the Gupta–Aspvall problem. 
The objective is to maximize total expected rewards by selecting 
and scheduling a ﬁxed number of orders from an existing set. Pro­
cessing times and the common due-date are random; initiation 
costs and termination rewards are deterministic. The machine is 
subject to random breakdowns (with probability of breakdown 
dependent on each order) that cause processing to terminate. 
Two optimal procedures which include myopic properties are pre­
sented for selection and one for scheduling. 
Kate (1994, 1995) uses simulation studies to compare inte­
grated and hierarchical approaches to OAS with random arrivals. 
When there are short lead-times or high utilization, a method 
based on the aggregate characteristics of orders already accepted 
is dominated by one that also includes production scheduling. Per­
formance criteria include selectivity of orders, average lateness, 
fraction of tardy orders and average batch size. Kate (1995) devel­
ops MIP formulations, as well as heuristics, for the corresponding 
static Early/Tardy (E/T) scheduling problems. The integrated and 
hierarchical approaches perform better in computational studies 
than does a procedure that accepts orders randomly. As in previous 
papers (see Table 3), this author ﬁnds that it is worth using 
detailed information in certain circumstances, i.e., when capacity 
or lead-times are tight. 
Duenyas and Hopp (1995) consider OAS in the context of 
setting due-dates when arrivals and processing times are 
stochastic and customer demand is sensitive to quoted lead 
times (rejection means setting a due-date beyond the cus­
tomer’s tolerance). They develop models of optimal control-limit 
policies that maximize expected proﬁt (revenue minus tardiness 
costs), including cases with inﬁnite capacity and ﬁnite capacity 
with First-Come-First-Served order (FCFS), when lead-times are 
ﬁxed by the market and when they are set by the ﬁrm. For 
the case when orders are not FCFS, they show that EDD is opti­
mal with one customer class and linear or convex lateness pen­
alties. Duenyas (1995) extends this work to multiple customer 
classes, developing heuristics for setting due dates. The results 
of a computational study suggest that information about cus­
tomer preferences for lead times is advantageous to the decision 
making (see Table 3). 
Carr and Duenyas (2000) consider two product classes, Make to 
Stock (MTS) and Make to Order (MTO), with random arrivals and 
processing times, preemption and no setups. The average proﬁt 
per unit time is deﬁned as the total revenue for both types of prod­
ucts, minus inventory costs for MTS and MTO, and penalties for 
shortages of MTS. There are two acceptance decisions: whether 
to accept an order for MTO, and what level of demand to satisfy 
for MTS. Optimal switching-curve policies for acceptance and 
scheduling are developed. A computational study investigates the 
performance of simpler policies in which the decisions are made 
jointly and separately; the latter is found to be inferior, as in other 
OAS papers (see Table 3). 
3.4. The multiple-machine problem (Table 6) 
3.4.1. Hierarchical production planning 
A major stream of multiple-machine research on OAS builds on 
previous single-machine models (Wester et al., 1992; Kate, 1994, 
1995) to focus on comparing different methods of production con­
trol, including order acceptance, in hierarchical production plan­
ning. These papers provide insights about the beneﬁts of 
coordination and information-sharing between sales and opera­
tions for scheduling and order acceptance. In particular, they an­
swer the question: when is a detailed scheduling method 
worthwhile, as opposed to a more general and less expensive 
aggregate approach? This theme occurs in other areas of the OAS 
literature as well (see Table 3). 
Batch chemical manufacturing is the motivating example for 
Raaymakers (1999) and Raaymakers et al. (2000a,b), which com­
pare the performance of three types of order acceptance and capac­
ity loading policies: workload-based rules, detailed scheduling and 
makespan estimation using regression. The objective is to maxi­
mize capacity utilization with service level constraints, in a deter­
ministic system. Workload rules provide feasible schedules but 
relatively low utilization (Raaymakers et al., 2000a), and a regres­
sion-based makespan estimation model dominates the workload 
rules (Raaymakers et al., 2000b). The estimation policy is better 
when there is high demand or high variety in product mix. Raay­
makers (1999) compares these two methods with a detailed sched­
uling policy, which dominates when capacity requirements are 
high, but has the longest running time. 
Also motivated by batch process industries, Iva˘nescu et al. 
(2002, 2006a,b) and Iva˘nescu (2004) extend the work of Raaymak­
ers by considering uncertainty in arrivals and processing times. 
Iva˘nescu et al. (2002) compare three methods of order acceptance: 
a scheduling policy that constructs and evaluates a new schedule 
for each potential order, a workload policy that uses slack and pro­
cessing uncertainty to construct aggregate workload proﬁles, and 
makespan estimation using multiple linear regression. Perfor­
mance measures include utilization, service level (percentage of 
accepted orders completed before due dates), lateness of the order 
set, acceptance rate and feasibility performance. A simulation 
study demonstrates that when processing times are uncertain, 
the scheduling policy (which is the most time consuming) per­
forms best. Of the two faster methods, the regression policy yields 
signiﬁcantly better results than the workload policy. Iva˘nescu et al. 
(2006b) develop a hybrid policy using Simulated Annealing and 
regression, which dominates detailed scheduling and regression 
in terms of performance (percentage of accepted orders completed 
on time, and capacity utilization). Iva˘nescu et al. (2006a) ﬁnd that 
bootstrapping is effective when there is limited data. 
Ebben et al. (2005) contribute to this research stream by com­
paring order acceptance methods that consider precedence rela­
tionships, release dates and due dates of orders with those that 
only consider aggregate capacity restriction in an MTO shop. The 
objective is to maximize utilization with service-level require­
ments. The methods employed are aggregate resource loading 
(over all resources), resource loading per individual resource, a 
scheduling method based on EDD, and a Branch-and-Price (B&P) 
approach. Consistent with previous work, the authors ﬁnd that 
when there is a high workload and little slack, the detailed sched­
uling method performs signiﬁcantly better than the other 
procedures. 
3.4.2. Other models with static arrivals 
Ono and Jones (1973) investigate the effect of various policies 
for order acceptance, as they interact with dispatching and over­
time policies, in a deterministic job shop with variable setup times 
and overtime costs. They apply a modiﬁcation of the effective gra­
dient method of Senju and Toyoda (1968), which accepts orders on 
the basis of capacity and due-date. Two heuristic rules determine 
whether to use overtime, and three scheduling rules include SPT, 
least slack and largest contribution to proﬁt. The objective function 
maximizes proﬁt, which is the revenue contributed by completed 
orders minus costs of production, tardiness and overtime, analo­
gous to (1). Simulation studies suggest that performance is best 
when all factors are taken into account (see Table 3). 
Jain et al. (1978) develop and implement a simulation model 
that uses linear programming and heuristic procedures to balance 
the order book and schedule orders for a steel manufacturer. Order 
acceptance is part of the order-book balancing procedure, where 
capacity and demand are coordinated. The objective function of 
the linear program is to maximize throughput (total tons of rolls 
produced during the planning period). 
Pourbabi (1989, 1992) formulates an OAS model for a multiple-
machine shop with setups, order splitting and product families. 
Scheduling is done by a dispatching rule that takes into account 
due-dates and order availability. The customer pays a higher price 
for a complete order that is delivered on time; partial orders may 
be rejected. The MILP maximizes proﬁt, as in (1), including two dif­
ferent prices, and costs of production, tardiness and setups. 
Kolisch (1998) uses a resource-constrained project scheduling 
approach for a set of problems composed of different tasks, with 
set due-dates and revenues. He formulates an MILP for a multi-per­
iod knapsack problem, with the objective of maximizing the value 
of accepted orders subject to precedence, resource and other stan­
dard constraints. For large problems, a heuristic based on linear 
programming performs fairly well compared to a B&B benchmark. 
Roundy et al. (1999, 2005) use an MILP, LP relaxation and heu­
ristics (GA, SA, tabu search, randomized local search and a ‘‘single 
machine heuristic” based on their MILP using network ﬂows) to 
solve OAS with lot sizing in which incoming orders, if accepted, 
are inserted into the current schedule. The objective is to ﬁll as 
many orders as possible while minimizing holding and setup costs; 
overtime is not allowed. The computational study shows that the 
GA, SA and single-machine heuristics perform best in terms of run­
ning time and solutions. 
Mestry et al. (2009) add overtime and ﬁxed due-dates (no late­
ness allowed) to the multiple-machine problem that maximizes 
proﬁt of accepted orders (revenue minus manufacturing costs; cf. 
(1)). Arrivals are static in each period, but orders arriving in the 
next period may require rescheduling. An MILP is developed, which 
can only be solved for small problems. A B&P algorithm with 
Lagrangian bounds and an approximate branching scheme per­
forms well for larger problems. 
3.4.3. Other models with dynamic arrivals 
Snoek (2000) uses a neuro-genetic network with reinforcement 
learning to combine order acceptance and scheduling decisions in 
a deterministic job shop with dynamic arrivals. The idea is to ac­
cept or reject an order on the basis of its potential contribution 
to discounted future rewards. In a simulation study, this procedure 
outperforms two slack-based heuristics, with the performance 
measure deﬁned as the percentage of accepted orders. 
Nandi and Rogers (2004) use simulation to develop an order-
acceptance rule for a system with two product classes (regular 
and urgent), dynamic arrivals, and a composite performance mea­
sure that includes the ratio of actual to maximum possible reve­
nue, the ratio of rejection losses to maximum possible revenue, 
and ratio of tardiness losses to maximum possible revenue. Orders 
are scheduled according to least slack per remaining operation (S/ 
OPN). The acceptance mechanism uses a pair of look-ahead simu­
lations, at the time of each order arrival, to compare the total con­
tribution to proﬁt with the current order accepted or rejected. The 
resulting optimal control policy is tested under different environ­
Table 7 
Category E – order rejection problems. 
Year Authors Obj. (min) rejection and . . .  Online Preemption Release Adj. Prec. Complexity Algorithms 
date Ptimes constr. 
Multiple-machine models 
2000 Bartal et al. Makespan X – Competitive; FPTAS, approximate 
2000 He and Min Makespan X – Optimal deterministic 
2001 Seiden Makespan X X – Competitive; lower bound 
2003 Hoogeveen Makespan X NP-hard, APX- Approximate; FPTAS 
et al. hard 
2006 Cao et al. Makespan, compression, X NP-hard DP pseudo-ptime, FPTAS, greedy 
completion heuristic 
2006a Dósa and He Makespan X X – Optimal online; bounds; competitive 
2006b Dósa and He Makespan, machine cost X – Optimal online for small orders 
2008 Lu et al. Makespan X NP-hard DP pseudo-ptime, 2-approx, FPTAS 
2009b Zhang et al. Completion X NP-hard DP pseudo-ptime; FPTAS 
Single-machine models 
2002 Epstein et al. Completion X – Competitive; bounds 
2003 Engels et al. Wtd. completion X X NP-complete DP pseudo-ptime; FPTAS; IP 
2003 Sengupta Max. late/tard NP-complete DP pseudo-ptime; FPTAS; E-approx 
2009a Zhang et al. Makespan NP-hard DP pseudo-ptime; 2-approx; FPTAS 
2009 Lu et al. Makespan X NP-hard DP ptime. and pseudo-ptime; 2­
approx; FPTAS 
2009 Cheng and Wt. compl., max. late/tard X NP-hard DP pseudo-ptime; FPTAS 
Sun 
mental conditions of demand and order characteristics. The 
authors argue that this method of order acceptance has the poten­
tial to dominate other approaches because it uses full information 
about the status of the shop ﬂoor (see Table 3). 
Rogers and Nandi (2007) also use simulation to study order 
acceptance, scheduling and order release in a ﬁxed-capacity 
make-to-order system with two classes of orders, maximizing 
net proﬁt (revenue minus tardiness as in (1)). Order acceptance 
is based on rules that consider the effect of the order on total shop 
load and load on the busiest machine. Scheduling is done by FCFS, 
EDD and/or S/OPN. Results of simulation studies show that selec­
tive order acceptance and immediate release is better than accept­
ing all orders and holding them before release. 
Moreira and Alves (2005, 2006, 2009) use simulation to com­
pare policies for order acceptance, due-date setting, order release 
and scheduling in a job shop. Three order acceptance rules consider 
workload and due-date, with total acceptance as a benchmark. 
EDD and FCFS are compared for scheduling. Nine different perfor­
mance measures minimize various aspects of time-related penal­
ties and workload performance. Results show that performance 
improves when decisions are made simultaneously (see Table 3). 
3.5. The order rejection problem (Table 7) 
A series of related papers in the computer science literature 
treat OAS from the perspective of order rejection, rather than order 
acceptance. That is, the objective function includes minimization of 
total order rejection penalties, as well as other costs (such as make-
span); this is analogous to (2). These papers provide complexity re­
sults and develop and analyze algorithms for both online and 
ofﬂine problems. 
3.5.1. Multiple-machine models 
Bartal et al. (2000) formulate the order rejection problem with 
identical parallel processors, no preemption, orders that are char­
acterized by processing time and rejection penalties, and an objec­
tive that minimizes makespan and the sum of order rejection 
penalties. The solution approach invokes the trade-off between 
these two costs for order rejection, and uses list scheduling (SPT). 
Results include competitive algorithms and bounds for the online 
version, and an FPTAS and an approximation algorithm for the off­
line version. 
He and Min (2000) extend these results, developing a determin­
istic algorithm that is optimal for two or three uniform machines 
that process at different speeds. Seiden (2001) extends the original 
problem by allowing preemption, and considers the case where the 
scheduling part of the algorithm does not ‘‘know” the rejection 
costs. The author develops a two-part algorithm, which adapts 
the rejection procedure of Bartal et al. (2000) and a preemptive on­
line scheduling algorithm of Chen et al. (1995). The conjecture is 
made that in order to do better than the lower bound, an algorithm 
would have to integrate rejection and scheduling (see Table 3). 
Hoogeveen et al. (2003) add preemption to the model with 
identical, related and unrelated parallel machines, and also con­
sider an open shop with preemption and rejection. The problem 
with an arbitrary number of unrelated machines has a polyno­
mial-time approximation algorithm, and an FPTAS is provided for 
the others. 
Cao et al. (2006) extend this research by considering compress­
ible processing times with three objectives: minimizing makespan 
with discretely compressible processing times and total compres­
sion cost as a constraint; minimizing total weighted completion 
time constrained by total penalty cost; and minimizing the sum 
of total weighted completion times plus total compression cost 
with discretely compressible processing times. Pseudo-polynomial 
time DP algorithms and FPTASs are developed for the ﬁrst two 
problems, and a greedy heuristic with a worst-case performance 
ratio is presented for the third. 
Dósa and He (2006a) study preemptive and non-preemptive 
versions for online scheduling on two uniform machines with 
rejection, to minimize the sum of makespan and rejection penal­
ties. An optimal algorithm is presented for the preemptive version, 
and improved upper and lower bounds for the non-preemptive 
one. Dósa and He (2006b) add to this the possibility of purchasing 
new machines, with the purchase cost included in the objective 
function. An online algorithm is presented for the case where order 
cost is always less than machine cost. 
Lu et al. (2008) deﬁne the problem of unbounded parallel batch 
machines with rejection and release dates, with the objective of 
minimizing the sum of makespan of accepted orders and total 
rejection penalties. They develop a pseudo-polynomial-time DP 
algorithm (which can be solved in polynomial time if there is a 
common rejection penalty), a 2-approximation algorithm and an 
FPTAS. Zhang et al. (2009b) present a pseudo-polynomial time 
DP algorithm and an FPTAS for identical parallel machines and a 
constraint on total penalties. 
3.5.2. Single-machine models 
Engels et al. (2003) study the single-machine version of the or­
der rejection problem where the objective function is the minimi­
zation of rejection costs and weighted completion time, that is, (2) 
with Kj = wj(Cj). For the ofﬂine version, they develop algorithms for 
the basic problem (pseudopolynomial-time DP) and variants (re­
lease dates, precedence, parallel machines). Special cases (identical 
weights, identical processing times) can be solved in polynomial 
time, and small-constant-factor approximation algorithms are pro­
vided for NP-hard variants, by reducing each of these to the corre­
sponding model without rejection. This paper provides insights 
about how to transform scheduling problems with rejection to 
analogous problems without rejection. 
Epstein et al. (2002) extend this work by developing an 
algorithm for the online version with unit processing times. Com­
petitive analysis provides upper and lower bounds for the perfor­
mance of the algorithm, which uses a greedy approach for the 
rejection decision. Sengupta (2003) presents a pseudo-polynomial 
algorithm, an FPTAS, and an E-optimization approximation for the 
single-machine case with the objective of minimizing rejection 
penalties and maximum lateness or tardiness. 
Zhang et al. (2009a) develop two pseudo-polynomial-time DP 
algorithms, a 2-approximation algorithm and an FPTAS for the sin­
gle-machine order-rejection problem with release dates. Lu et al. 
(2009) also include release dates and introduce batch processing, 
developing exact algorithms for two special cases (identical and 
constant number of release dates), a 2-approximation algorithm 
and an FPTAS for the general problem. Cheng and Sun (2009) de­
velop optimal DP algorithms and FPTASs, with polynomial-time 
algorithms for the problem with deteriorating processing times, 
focusing on three single-machine objectives: minimizing rejection 
penalties plus either maximum lateness/tardiness, total comple­
tion time or total weighted completion time. 
4. Future research 
Opportunities for future research on OAS include extensions of 
what has already been done, open questions presented by the 
authors of these papers, and the integration of common aspects 
of research across methodologies. For example, extensions of the 
deterministic single-machine problem already under way include 
the consideration of sequence-dependent set-up times (Og˘uz 
et al., 2010). Other possible extensions include changing a given 
problem from single to multiple machines; including probabilistic 
demand, arrivals or processing times; and analyzing cases where 
customer demand is dependent on service or reputation (such as 
decreased demand relative to tardiness history). 
Possible extensions of stochastic single-machine models might 
be to multiple machines or networks; more stochastic parameters; 
demand depending on lead times; pricing heuristics; general pro­
cessing time distributions; and more complicated objectives. 
Extensions to multiple-machine models could involve bigger or 
more complex systems; interactions among decisions (order 
acceptance, pricing, scheduling, capacity loading); including out­
sourcing, subassemblies, price/due date tradeoffs; priority sys­
tems; allowing breakdowns or other types of unreliability. 
In addition to the extensions and incremental variations de­
scribed above, there are opportunities for further investigation of 
general issues and problems that cut across different disciplines 
and methodologies. One possible avenue of future research lies in 
the further investigation of stochastic problems. Because of the in­
nate difﬁculty of combining scheduling and admission control in a 
stochastic setting, less than one third of the papers discussed in this 
survey present stochastic models. It would be interesting to see 
what insights the optimal policies developed in papers such as 
Duenyas and Hopp (1995), Duenyas (1995) and Carr and Duenyas 
(2000) might yield for other variations of stochastic OAS, including 
multiple-machine models. Another way of expanding the stochastic 
research on OAS would be to transform various deterministic prob­
lems to stochastic ones, as has beendone by thework of Raaymakers 
(1999), Raaymakers et al. (2000a,b), Iva˘nescu (2004) and Iva˘nescu 
et al. (2002, 2006a,b), or Gupta et al. (1992) and Stadje (1995). 
The complexity of deterministic OAS has been fairly extensively 
studied, particularly by the order rejection papers. This relatively 
theoretical group of papers constitutes a cohesive stream of re­
search that (for the most part) stands separate from the rest of 
the OAS literature, which combines theoretical and computational 
analysis. It would be interesting to use the insights into the prob­
lem structure provided by the theoretical analysis to develop heu­
ristics, and test them computationally against the algorithms 
presented in these order rejection papers. 
The advantages of greedy/myopic approaches, the apparent 
dominance of joint decision making and the insights about the rel­
ative value of information in OAS are persistent themes that recur 
throughout this literature (see Table 3). Investigations into the the­
oretical underpinnings of these themes (such as Alidaee et al. 
(2001) for greedy/myopic single-machine problems) would further 
integrate the research on OAS, and likely lead to additional areas of 
research. 
Appendix A. List of acronyms 
Acronym Stands for 
B&B Branch and Bound 
B&P Branch and Price 
CON CONstant due date rule 
DP Dynamic program 
EDD Earliest due-date order 
EO Extremal Optimization 
E/T Early/Tardy problem 
FAS Final Assembly Schedule 
FCFS First Come First Served order 
FPTAS Fully Polynomial-Time Approximation Scheme 
GA Genetic algorithm 
IP Integer program 
LP Linear program 
MDP Markov decision process 
MILP Mixed integer linear program 
MIP Mixed integer program 
MPS Master Production Schedule 
MTO Make to Order 
MTS Make to Stock 
NPV Net Present Value 
S/OPN Slack per remaining OPeratioN 
SA Simulated Annealing 
SLK SLacK due-date rule 
OAS Order acceptance and scheduling 
SPT Shortest Processing Time order 
TMP Throughput maximization problem 
WSPT Weighted Shortest Processing Time order 
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